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Theorem (Carchy's Irrequality (
-

Let f be analytic on a region A
and

let I be a circle with
radius

RO

and center EoCA, so
that W and

the
A

interior of 5 lie
in A.

-'z
-

:
Suppose there exists Mo

( I o ·
where

If (2)) > M
ho

for all z on
U.

iner/f(zol ->. M
for R = 0, 1, 2, 3,000

#of: Orient I counter-clockwise.

Then by the Carchy - Integral formula

fMzo)=fe! Salmidz



If z is on U, then

heiml hefat-freeI
So,

Ifzoll=/Stemd*
- filStudt)
oli)=
↳. f th5

IHR

=to M

E



Liouville's theorem
#

DKbe an entire
function

that is bounded
on
K. [this means that

f'z) exists for all
[24,

and there

exists M20
where If (2)) IM

for all z2D)

Then f is a
constant function.

⑱remaifor all XCR, but

- is not constant.



&f: Let fE) exist
for all zz4.

Let MO where If (2)) > M for all zE4.

We will show f= 0 everywhere.
M y

Let z0GK.

Let t be a
circle of&radius R30
centered

at z0.
↑ ↓

By Carchy's inequality,

Ifzoll .M= *(*)
⑭

(*) above is true for any
R30. Let

R+D,

then +O.
Thus, If (z01 = 0.

So, f 20)= 0.

Since fzol=0 for any zotK, this

implies that f is a constant
function (by

a result we proved after FTOC). N



#rniztaariatiracialThen

complex plane.
That is, there

exists

zo GD
where

P(zd =0.

#of. We prove this by contradiction.

Suppose P(z) FO for all z-K.
I

Let f(z)= oE) Et...HaTEn
Since P(z) 70 for all zek, we

know fis

an entire
function.

We will now
show that f is

bounded on 4.

Let w = eitaltfest...
Then, PSE) = CantwlZY



Note that if 12I3R then

Iw1 = Etta test...E I
*

leiftlel+ lel+..HE
1zIIRFit f n't failtest.S

Note that fail to as Rtrs for orient).

So we may pick
R30 big enough so that

hishit
for all Oxin-1.

Fix such an
RTO.

Then if 12K, R we
have

1w1-> Hil+l+fit...al

<tal+ lavl tail...t

= n (tal) - t



So if 1zK, R, then

lan+WK, 11an1-1wll Flank-1WK 19.1-l_l

*fr.Thus, if IEK, R, then

WIIEK12/>, .
R

11v//
Thus, if 12K,R,

than

mmins14650) 14690)

By analysis/topology
results

since f is continuous of

s =3z)121 R3 and S

is closed and
bounded (ie

then f is bounded
on 5.coThat is, there

exists K)O

where (f(21)K if 121 IR.



Let M =maxERU (K3.

Then, 1f(2))M for all zz4.

So, f is entire and bounded, thus by

Lorville's theorem, f(z)
=> for some ce4.

But then P1z1= fz= for all zC4.

But P2) = Go + 9,z+coctaner is
not a construct

function since ni) and auto.

Contradiction!

Thus, there must exist
at least one

zero of P12) in4.


